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AffiliateGuide.com has been granted permission by the
copyright holder to distribute this guide for free.

You are also granted permission to give this guide away to
anyone you feel would like £1,000+ in their bank account in the
next few weeks.
If you have paid for this guide please email
helpdesk@ucantlose.co.uk with further details so we can
chase a refund on your behalf.
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INTRODUCTION
Matched Betting is a form of betting that can be used to extract free bets or cashback
offers from bookies at very low risk.
If you are prepared to dedicate a small amount of time to this venture, and follow the
advice in this guide, you will make a TAX FREE profit of over £1,000 in the next
couple of weeks!
The online bookie business is a very competitive one. Due to the large number of firms
trying to get your business most bookies these days offer bonuses and incentives to
encourage you to bet at their website. It's these bonuses that we are going to 'harvest' to
ensure your bank balance swells.
Most bookies will require that you place a bet (or even multiple bets) with them before they
will give you a free bet. For example, they might say "bet £25 and get a free £25". We refer
to this requirement as the 'qualifying bet'.
Our aim with the qualifying bet is to obtain the free bet by losing the smallest amount of
money possible. We achieve this by using a betting exchange to offset a large majority of
the liability of the qualifying bet. Don't worry if this does not make sense as it will become
much clearer when you read through the examples later in the guide.
The betting exchange we are going to use for our matched betting adventure is Betfair.
Click HERE to join Betfair today and claim a £25 FREE BET
Betfair is different to a traditional bookie because it allows customers to bet against each
other. The great thing about Betfair, from a matched betting point of view, is you can bet
that something WILL NOT happen. This is know as a 'lay bet' or 'laying'.
If you are unfamiliar with lay bets please take a moment now to review the excellent
tutorials on the Betfair website.
When you place a lay bet you are accepting another customer's stake who thinks that a
particular outcome will happen. If the outcome does happen you must pay the other
customer at the agreed odds and if the outcome does not happen you get to keep the
other customers stake.
Let's suppose that England are playing Germany. We don't fancy Germany to win so we
lay them for £10 on Betfair at odds of 1.90.
This means that we have accepted a £10 stake from another Betfair customer and we will
have to pay them £9 (plus they keep their £10 stake) if Germany win the match. However
if England win the match, or it ends as a draw, we get to keep the £10 stake.
So...I hear you cry...how does this help me get all the free bets from the bookies to
GUARANTEE a TAX FREE profit?! Well its really quite simple...we are going to place bets
at the bookies that an outcome will happen (back bets) and bets at Betfair that the same
outcome will not happen (lay bets).
Confused? A few examples should help cement this simple idea in your head.
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Example 1 – Eurobet
The Deal: 20% Bonus on deposit up to £100 (£20 max bonus). Stake returned on free bet.
No restrictions.
TIP: Always check the terms and conditions of the bonus before you start betting at a new
bookie and print a copy for your records. This gives you a handy reference sheet and is
useful for resolving any disputes.
For this bonus Eurobet do not make any conditions, it's credited to your account as soon
as you place your qualifying bet and the stake is returned on the free bet...this is great
news!
Qualifying Bet
First we must place our qualifying bet. In order to lose as little as possible on the qualifying
bet we need to find a bet where the odds at Eurobet are very close to the odds at Betfair.
This happens more often with shorter priced bet so we are looking for a short priced
favourite.
Thirty seconds of comparing the odds on Eurobet and the odds on Betfair and we have
found Chelsea v Burnley (29/08/09 - 12:45 BST). This match is perfect for our qualifying
bet. The back and lay odds for Chelsea are 1.14 and 1.17 respectively. See screenshots
below.
EUROBET ODDS

BETFAIR ODDS
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We want to make the biggest profit possible so we are going to bet £100 (to get a £20
bonus). Now we know the odds and our bookie stake we can use the UCantLose.co.uk
Matched Betting Calculator to work out what our lay stake needs to be at Betfair to lose as
little as possible on this qualifying bet. Details of how to get the UCantLose.co.uk
Matched Betting Calculator for free can be found at the end of this guide.
TIP: When using the UCantLose.co.uk Matched Betting Calculator to work out the stakes
for the qualifying bet ensure that the 'Qualifying bet' radio button is selected.
WORKING OUT THE STAKES FOR OUR QUALIFYING BET

Now we have done our simple calculations (see screenshot above) we can place our
qualifying bet in three simple steps.
Step One - Join Eurobet and deposit £100.
Step Two - Back £100 on Chelsea at odds of 1.14 at Eurobet.
Step Three - Lay £101.79 on Chelsea at odds of 1.17 at Betfair.
If Chelsea win the game we will win £114 at Eurobet (£14 profit) and lose £17.30 at Betfair.
This would give an overall loss of £3.30 for this qualifying bet.
If Chelsea don't win the game (Burnley win or draw) we lose at Eurobet (£100 loss) and
win £96.70 at Betfair (with 5% commission paid). This would give an overall loss of £3.30
for this qualifying bet.
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So, regardless of the result, we are guaranteed to make a loss of £3.30 on this qualifying
bet. We are not worried about this loss because it has qualified us for a £20 free bet and
we will use this to make our profit.
Free Bet
We received our £20 bonus (20% of first deposit / bet - up to a max of £20) as soon as we
had finished placing our qualifying bet. This bonus is 'stake returned' so we can simply
place the same bets again with lower stakes to guarantee a profit.
We use the UCantLose.co.uk Matched Betting Calculator again just to be clear that we are
betting at the correct stakes.
TIP: When using the UCantLose.co.uk Matched Betting Calculator to calculate the stakes
for a free bet where the stake is returned ensure that the 'Free bet, stake returned' radio
button is selected.
WORKING OUT THE STAKES FOR OUR FREE BET
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We are now ready to place our free bet in two simple steps.
Step One - Back £20 on Chelsea at odds of 1.14 at Eurobet.
Step Two - Lay £20.36 on Chelsea at odds of 1.17 at Betfair.
If Chelsea win the game we will win £22.80 at Eurobet (the full £22.80 is profit because
this a free bet) and lose £3.46 at Betfair. This would give an overall profit of £19.34 for this
free bet.
If Chelsea don't win the game (Burnley win or draw) we lose our bet at Eurobet (£0 loss
because this is a free bet) and win £19.34 at Betfair (with 5% commission paid). This
would give an overall profit of £19.34 for this free bet.
PROFIT UPDATE: Chelsea won the game so we lost £3.30 on our qualifying bet and won
£19.34 from our free bet - giving a total profit of £16.04 - not bad for a few minutes
'work'! This profit is now waiting for us to log into our Eurobet account and withdraw it.
Alternatively, we can leave it in our Eurobet account and use it for our recreational betting.
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Example 2 - Paddy Power
The Deal: £25 free bet when you deposit and bet £25 at odds of 1.50 or greater.
Qualifying Bet
So...first things first...we need to get the qualifying bet out of the way. We are looking for a
bet where the back odds at Paddy Power are more than 1.50 (but as close to 1.50 as
possible) and the lay odds at Betfair are close to the back odds.
One minute of searching and we have found a match just right for our needs - Notts
County v Burton (05/09/09 - 15:00 BST). The back and lay odds for Chelsea are 1.53 and
1.55 respectively. See screenshots below.
PADDY POWER ODDS

BETFAIR ODDS
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Now we use the UCantLose.co.uk Matched Betting Calculator to work out what our stakes
would need to be at Paddy Power and Betfair to lose as little as possible on this qualifying
bet.
WORKING OUT THE STAKES FOR OUR QUALIFYING BET

Now we have done our simple calculations (see screenshot above) we can place our
qualifying bet in three simple steps.
Step One - Join Paddy Power and deposit £25.
Step Two - Back £25 on Notts County at odds of 1.53 at Paddy Power.
Step Three - Lay £25.50 on Notts County at odds of 1.55 at Betfair.
If Notts County win the game we will win £38.25 at Paddy Power (£13.25 profit) and lose
£14.03 at Betfair. This would give an overall loss of 78p for this qualifying bet.
If Notts County don't win the game (Burton win or draw) we lose our bet at Paddy Power
(£25 loss) and win £24.23 at Betfair (with 5% commission paid). This would give an overall
loss of 77p for this qualifying bet.
So, regardless of the result, we are guaranteed to make a small loss of either 78p or 77p
on this qualifying bet. We are not worried about this loss because it has qualified us for a
£25 free bet and we will use this to make our profit.
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Free Bet
GREAT NEWS! - We thought we would have to wait until the match had finished before
Paddy Power credited the bonus but it has happened instantly - Time to make a profit!
This bonus is different to the Eurobet bonus in Example 1 because the stake is not
returned. You have to be a little bit smarter to make a profit from a free bet when the
bookie does not return the stake.
For 'stake not returned' bonuses we like to look for back odds of 4.00 or greater and lay
odds of no more than one unit greater than the back odds. For example, back odds of 5.00
and lay odds of 5.80 would be acceptable but back odds of 5.00 and lay odds of 6.20 are
starting to eat into our profit a bit too much.
A couple of minutes of searching and we find a good match to make a profit from - Norwich
v Walsall (05/09/09 - 15:00 BST) - The back and lay odds for Walsall are 5.50 and 5.90
respectively. See screenshots below.
PADDY POWER ODDS
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BETFAIR ODDS

We use the UCantLose.co.uk Matched Betting Calculator again to work out the back stake
we need at Paddy Power and the lay stake we need at Betfair to make the biggest
possible profit from this £25 free bet.
TIP: When using the UCantLose.co.uk Matched Betting Calculator to calculate the stakes
for a free bet where the stake is not returned ensure that the 'Free bet, stake not returned'
radio button is selected.
WORKING OUT THE STAKES FOR OUR FREE BET
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We are now ready to place our free bet in two simple steps.
Step One - Back £25 on Walsall at odds of 5.50 at Paddy Power.
Step Two - Lay £19.23 on Walsall at odds of 5.90 at Betfair.
If Walsall win the game we will win £112.50 at Paddy Power (£112.50 profit because this is
a free bet) and lose £94.23 at Betfair. This would give an overall profit of £18.27 for this
free bet.
If Walsall don't win the game (Norwich win or draw) we lose our bet at Paddy Power (£0
loss because this is a free bet) and win £18.27 at Betfair (with 5% commission paid). This
would give an overall profit of £18.27 for this free bet.
PROFIT UPDATE: Notts County v Burton ended as a 1-1 draw and Norwich v Walsall
ended as a 0-0 draw. This means we lost £77p on our qualifying bet and won £18.27 from
our free bet - giving a total profit of £17.50! - This profit is now sat in our Betfair account
and we are going to leave it there to be used towards future lay bets.
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Example 3 - Bet365
The two examples above are pretty straightforward (you place one qualifying bet and one
free bet and then claim your profit) and are designed to ease you into the ideas behind our
fantastic matched betting system.
Now its time use the techniques you have learnt on a more complex and profitable free bet
offer.
Bet365 offer a £200 free bet basket and this is currently one of the most generous offers
available. This fantastic offer is not without hoops to jump through...but its well worth the
extra effort.
TIP: The free bet basket at Bet365 changes between £100 and £200 depending on the
day of the week. The £200 free bets are usually available to new customers who join at the
weekend. You should ensure that you visit Bet365 at the weekend, check the £200 offer is
being advertised, and then join.
The Deal: £50 free bet when you deposit and bet £50 at odds of 1.50 or greater. A second
£50 free bet is available when you place a further five £50 bets at odds of 1.50 or greater.
A third £50 free bet is available when you place a further five £50 bets at odds of 1.50 or
greater. A fourth free bet is available when you place a further five £50 bets at odds of 1.50
or greater. The stakes are not returned with these free bets.
Qualifying Bet
A quick search, about 90 seconds, and we find a match perfect for our qualifying bet Charlton v Brentford (05/09/09 - 12:45 BST). The back and lay odds for Charlton are 1.57
and 1.58 respectively. See screenshots below. Unfortunately the original screenshots we
took became corrupted so we have had to take screenshots of the settled bets screens.
This still proves that the odds were available and we are not just making this whole system
up as we go along! :-)
BET365 ODDS

BETFAIR ODDS
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Now we use the UCantLose.co.uk Matched Betting Calculator to work out what our stakes
would need to be at Bet365 and Betfair to lose as little as possible on this qualifying bet.
WORKING OUT THE STAKES FOR OUR QUALIFYING BET

Now we have done our simple calculations (see screenshot above) we can place our
qualifying bet in three simple steps.
Step One - Join Bet365 and deposit £50.
Step Two - Back £50 on Charlton at odds of 1.57 at Bet365.
Step Three - Lay £51.31 on Charlton at odds of 1.58 at Betfair.
If Charlton win the game we will win £78.50 at Bet365 (£28.50 profit) and lose £29.76 at
Betfair. This would give an overall loss of £1.26 for this qualifying bet.
If Notts Charlton don't win the game (Brentford win or draw) we lose our bet at Paddy
Power (£50 loss) and win £48.74 at Betfair (with 5% commission paid). This would give an
overall loss of £1.26 for this qualifying bet.
So, regardless of the result, we are guaranteed to make a small loss of £1.26 on this
qualifying bet. We are not worried about this loss because it has qualified us for a £50 free
bet and we will use this to make our profit.
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Free Bet
We now need to find a good match to make a nice profit from our first £50 free bet from
Bet365.
The time is currently 21:14 BST on 05/09/09 and there is not a huge amount of top level
football left to be played today. However, even in these less than ideal conditions, we still
find a decent match for our free bet within three minutes - Gremio v Vitoria (05/09/09 22:30 BST). The back and lay odds for the draw are 4.00 and 4.80 respectively. See
screenshots below.
BET365 ODDS

BETFAIR ODDS

We use the UCantLose.co.uk Matched Betting Calculator again to work out the back stake
we need at Bet365 and the lay stake we need at Betfair to make the biggest possible profit
from this £50 free bet.
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WORKING OUT THE STAKES FOR OUR FREE BET

We are now ready to place our free bet in two simple steps.
Step One - Back £50 on the draw at odds of 4.00 at Bet365.
Step Two - Lay £31.58 on the draw at odds of 4.80 at Betfair.
If the match ends as a draw we will win £150 at Bet365 (£150 profit because this is a free
bet but the stake is not returned) and lose £120 at Betfair. This would give an overall profit
of £30 for this free bet.
If the match does not end as a draw (Gremio win or Vitoria win) we lose our bet at Bet365
(£0 loss because this is a free bet) and win £30 at Betfair (with 5% commission paid). This
would give an overall profit of £30 for this free bet.
PROFIT UPDATE: Charlton beat Brentford 2-0 and Gremio v Vitoria ended 1-1. This
means we lost £1.26 on our qualifying bet and won £30 from our free bet - giving a total
profit of £28.74! - This profit is sat in our Bet365 account and we can use it to make our
next five qualifying bets.
The beauty of the Bet365 bonuses is that the fun does not stop at the first free bet.
If we now make five more qualifying bets of £50 at odds of 1.50 or greater we will then be
awarded a second £50 free bet.
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Once we have used our second free bet we can make another five qualifying bets of £50
at odds of 1.50 or greater to get ourselves a third £50 free bet.
But wait...there's even more! Once we have used our third free bet we can make another
five qualifying bets of £50 at odds of 1.50 or greater to get ourselves a forth, and final, £50
free bet.
We are not going to run through these extra qualifying and free bets with detailed
examples and screenshots because it would take numerous additional pages and probably
result in 'information overload'.
For each of these extra qualifying bets we would aim to lose no more than £3 and we
would look to make a profit of around £35 for each of the extra free bets. This would mean
that each of the extra free bets would bring in approximately £20, taking the total profit for
these Bet365 bonuses to around £90!
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CONCLUSION
Well, that's pretty much it, you now have the knowledge to go out into the big wide betting
world and make yourself some extra cash by harvesting the numerous bonuses on offer at
the bookies.
Before we leave you to get on with it we will run through our top tips to making the biggest
profit possible from this system.
• Open a Betfair account and deposit at least £100 to cover the liability on your lay
bets.
• If you have the funds in the bank we recommend using a debit card to deposit to the
bookies in order to avoid bank charges.
• Select the bonus you wish to take advantage of. Check the terms of the bonus and
print them out for easy reference.
• Make your qualifying bet and aim to lose as little as possible by selection back and
lay odds that are very close to each other.
• Your qualifying and free bets can be placed on any event where you can back an
outcome at the bookie and lay the exact same outcome at Betfair. However, we
prefer to stick to the football match odds (1X2) of the better-known leagues and
internationals wherever possible. This is because there is always plenty of liquidity
for these matches at Betfair and there is very little chance of your bets being ruined
by an abandoned game.
• Make the biggest profit possible from you free bet by selecting back odds of 4.00 or
greater and lay odds of no more than one unit greater than the back odds.
• Take advantage of all the free bets available. The smaller free bets usually have
much simpler terms for the qualifying bet and can be harvested in minutes.
• Many of these bonuses are 'partner friendly' so once you have taken advantage of
them in your name you can start again with a partners or friends details (with their
permission of course!). You will need a separate email address and debit card and
ideally you should use a different computer and reboot your wireless router (if you
have one).
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FURTHER READING
We have a dedicated matched betting website containing more hints and tips as well as an
up-to-date list of all the best bonus offers.
To gain access to this website simply click HERE and enter your name and email address
in the boxes on the left hand side of the page to join the free UCantLose.co.uk mailing list.
Once you have joined the free UCantLose.co.uk mailing list you will instantly be sent a
secret link to our dedicated matched betting website and the Matched Betting Calculator.
By joining our free mailing list you also qualify for a free 6 month subscription to Gambling
Online Magazine (worth £17.94) and will be entered into a free monthly draw to win a 3
month Arb Alert subscription (worth £117).
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